HP Spectre XT Pro Ultrabook™
Make your first impression a double take. The HP Spectre XT Pro is the Ultrabook™ designed for those who want style without
sacrificing substance. It’s sleek. It’s thin. It’s designed for wherever you’re going —from the bistro to the boardroom.

HP recommends Windows.

More than just thin air.

With its ultra thin, all-metal design, the HP Spectre XT Pro looks smart. As thin as 14.5
mm (.57 in) and starting at only 1.39 kg (3.07 lb), you’ll be confident knowing you can
carry less and do more.

Design that turns heads. Performance that
surprises them.

We gave this Ultrabook™ a solid-state drive and Intel® Rapid Start Technology so you
can get going in seconds whenever inspiration strikes. 128 GB SSD1. Outstanding
reliability. Ready in seconds. Ready when you are.
With the latest Intel® Third Generation Processors, you have all the speed you need.
Multitask like mad. Edit documents like a pro. The HP Spectre XT Pro won’t hold you
back.
With an embedded Trusted Platform Module (TPM) security chip, you can ensure that
only authorized users can access anything that is protected by the TPM like data, email,
and user credentials – without keeping up with extra security cards or keys.
HP Spectre XT Pro is loaded with the ports you’d expect on a world-class laptop, but on
an Ultrabook™ instead. Like HDMI, Ethernet, and multiple USB ports. You get the
ultimate networking machine without compromising size.

For those who want to be seen. And heard.

Thanks to built-in HP Beats Audio™ and four speakers, the HP Spectre XT Pro is
designed for the best sounding, richest audio available on a PC. Small size. Big sound.
Sometimes in life, only a face-to-face conversation will do. The HP TrueVision HD
Webcam2 will have you looking your best virtual self even in low light.

Only from HP.

Keep working or playing even in dimly lit rooms or on red eye flights. The backlit
keyboard is full-size so you don’t compromise comfort. Backlit keyboard. Another bright
idea.
Life heats up. That’s why there’s HP CoolSense technology, which automatically adjusts
your notebook’s temperature based on usage and conditions. It stays cool. You stay
comfortable.
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HP recommends Windows.

Operating System

Windows 8 Pro 64
Windows® 7 Professional 64
Windows® 7 Home Premium 64

Processor

Intel® Core™ i5-3317U (1.70 GHz, 3 MB L3 cache, 2 cores)

Chipset

Mobile Intel® HM76 Express

Memory

Up to 4 GB 1600 MHz DDR3L SDRAM
Memory slots: On-board

Internal Storage

up to 128 GB mSATA Solid State Drive

Display

33,8 cm (13.3") diagonal LED HD BrightView (1366 x 768)

Graphics

Integrated Intel® HD Graphics 4000

Audio/Visual

HP Beats Audio™; High Definition Beats speakers; Integrated microphone (dual-microphone array); Combo headphone/microphone jack

Wireless Support

Intel Centrino Advanced-N 6235 802.11a/b/g/n (2x2) and Bluetooth 4.0 combo

Communications

Integrated RTL8111 (10/100/1000 NIC)

Expansion Slots

1 2-in-1 Digital Media Reader

Ports and Connectors

1 USB 3.0; 1 USB 2.0 charging; 1 AC power; 1 RJ-45; 1 HDMI; 1 combo stereo headphone/mic jack

Input Device

Full-pitch key layout with desktop keyboard features, such as editing keys, both left and right control and alt keys, and function keys; Backlit keyboard
Clickpad with gesture support image sensor, on/off button with LED indicator, two-way scroll, two pick buttons
Integrated HP TrueVision HD Webcam (Internet access required)

Software

Microsoft® Office Starter (Windows 7 only): reduced-functionality Word and Excel® only, with advertising. No PowerPoint® or Outlook®. Buy Office 2010 to use the full-featured
software; HP Quick Launch; HP Support Assistant; HP CoolSense; Intel Wireless Display and Music; Skype ready (Internet access required); Adobe® Flash Player (Windows 7 only)

Security

Standard: Security L ock Slot; TPM 1.2 Embedded Security Chip; Optional: Security L ock (sold separately); Computrace (sold separately and requires the purchase of subscription)

Dimensions

31.65 x 22.45 x 1.47 cm

Weight

Starting at 1.42 kg

Power

65W non-smart AC adapter

Battery Life

4-cell (45 WHr): up to 8 hours

Warranty

1-year limited warranty (upgrades available, sold separately), 1-year warranty on primary battery

1 1 GB = 1 billion bytes. Actual formatted capacity is less. Up to 30GB of solid-state drive is reserved for system recovery software.
2 Internet access is required and not included.

Get engaged with HP Financial Services
Get engaged with HP Financial Services to implement innovative technologies essential for driving business value and competitive differentiation. More information on
www.hp.com/go/hpfs.
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Accessories and services (not included)
HP Mobile USB NLS DVD-RW Drive

The HP Mobile DVD RW provides an external companion optical drive to accompany a laptop or mini that
does not have an internal drive. The external drive provides CD/DVD support as well as Read/Write
functionality. It connects to the computer through the USB 2.0 port, and an AC adapter is included.
Product number: A2U57AA

HP Deluxe 4 Wheel Roller Case

The HP Deluxe 4 Wheel Roller is a durable nylon case designed to carry everything you need for an
overnight trip. An outer compartment features divided sections to store important files and business
essentials. The case's main compartment includes padded pockets that can hold a laptop up to 17.3-inches
(43.93 cm) in size, plus additional cables and cords. The third, over-sized compartment provides plenty of
room for a change of clothes, shoes and personal toiletries. A retractable handle locks in two convenient
heights. The four wheels swivel and can to rotate 360 degrees to enhance maneuverability, and allow the
bag to be transported in a leaning or upright position.
Product number: XW576AA

HP Display and Notebook Stand

The perfect home base for the business traveler who is constantly on the go - turn your HP Business
Notebook into a desktop solution supporting up to two displays (notebook display plus external display).
The adaptable design of the HP Adjustable Display Stand can accommodate a range of notebook sizes with
the innovative adjustable shelf. This stand can also accommodate notebooks that can be connected to a
docking station and notebooks that do not have a docking connector. Integrated base rollers let you rotate
the stand so you can more easily share your work. A dual-hinged, smooth-motion display stand allows for
greater depth, height and tilt adjustment for maximum comfort.
Product number: AW662AA

HP 65W Smart Travel AC Adapter

AC power adapters from HP power your notebook and charge the internal battery simultaneously. These
adapters provide you with the ability to power your notebook when away from the office or on the road.
The HP 65W Slim Travel Adapter is perfect for international travelers or "road warriors" who are always on
the go. The adapter is 40% thinner than the standard 65W adapter and includes a convenient USB port for
charging other accessories while you work. Four international adapter plugs help make sure your Slim
Travel Adapter works wherever you do. A stylish protective carrying case keeps everything together.
Product number: AU155AA

HP Keyed Cable Lock

The HP Keyed Cable L ock is designed to be used with industry standard lock slots like the type found on a
laptop, docking station, desktop PC, flat panel display, printer or projector. Secure your valuable IT hardware
with this lock that consists of a 6.00’ (1.83 m) vinyl-coated, galvanized aircraft-grade steel cable that loops
around any secure object and then attaches to the computer or device you want to lock. The lock features a
push-button locking mechanism and a unique key (including a spare key) to unlock the cable. A small Velcro
strap is also included to help manage or adjust the length of the cable as you place and use it.
Product number: BV411AA

3-year Next Business Day Onsite

Receive 3 years of next business day onsite repair from an HP-qualified technician for your computing
device, if the issue cannot be solved remotely
Product number: HL510E
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